BIGGA ran the Great BIGGA Bunker Competition for the world's press and media for a daily prize of a bottle of whisky and an overall prize of a Hayter Harrier lawn mower worth over £600. This year the lawn mower was won by the end of the third day because the highest estimate by any of the press was lower than the three round figure of bunkers raked. That meant that Patricia Davies of The Times could relax on the Sunday safe in the knowledge that she and her husband Dai, golf correspondent of The Guardian, would take the prize.

As it was her estimate was 1113 more than 500 out but still better than everyone else, all but two of whom predicted under 1000. If the top brains in the world of golf could be so far out how would the Support Team members fare in their own competition which was run in conjunction with the Media event. Well judge for yourself. The winner was Chris Sheehan of West Derby GC who as well as being an active member of the team on the golf course was also one of the designated mini bus drivers. Chris estimated 1620 - only two out!

The Support Team also had time to pick up snippets of news for circulation in the Press Centre, television and radio and to assist the scorers. Duncan Smith was actually called in by Championship officials to clarify one scoring situation. Irishman Des Smyth had signed for a three on the final hole of the second round but the scorer had him down for a four. Duncan was called in and showed on his bunker form that Des had been in a bunker on the 18th. This evidence was accepted and Des, who would have missed the cut in any case, was disqualified.

For his efforts Duncan won the Editor's Prize for the Best Newshound of the week.

Dave Musgrove, who is caddying for Lee Janzen, was protecting his player's interests when he shouted "Quiet Please" at a man moaning on the left hand side of the 15th fairway. It was only later that it became apparent that the poor man had a broken arm - Information supplied by Howard McAdey of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

Amateur Champion Warren Bladon had a magnificent first day but must have rued the three puts he took from two and a half feet at the 18th - Information supplied by Anthony James of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

Michael Jonzon had an eventful time on the 13th. His tee shot landed in bounds but was inadvertently kicked out of bounds by a spectator. He was given a free drop and was able to continue - Information supplied by Richard Heaslip of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

Tiger Woods used the hard running 7th fairway to launch a drive, his caddie measured at 390 yards leaving himself just 160 yards to the green - Information supplied by David Weedon of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

Paul Azinger's fit of pique (he broke his putter over his knee) on the 9th and their implications didn't necessarily affect his performance on the greens. On the 10th hole, using his sand wedge he holed a nice 10 footer - Information supplied by John Wells of the BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team.

The BIGGA Greenkeeping Support Team, which has been raking bunkers and divoting fairways, had another use in game 50 when Duncan Smith, the Support Team member designated to the game, was called in to clarify a scoring problem which resulted in the ultimate disqualification of Des Smyth. Des had marked his score at the 18th as a 3 but his scorer had him down for a 4. To clear up the situation Duncan was asked to bring in the form upon which he was marking the number of bunkers he'd raked and it showed that the Irishman had been in a bunker on the 18th and that he couldn't have made a 3. "I was asked to recollect every shot on that hole," said Duncan.

The girlfriend of Tony Johnstone's caddie had an unusual way of marking the fact that "her man" was going to have the weekend off. Halfway down the 18th fairway and to the cry of "Well, I said I would if he missed the cut" she turned and "mooned" to the stands. As it was towards the end the display did not have the size of audience it might have done - Information supplied by Alec Davies of the BIGGA Greenkeeper Support Team (who had an excellent view).
**MARK BROUGHTON, OF MORECAMBE GC, WAS PRESENTED WITH HIS MASTER GREENKEEPER BLAZER BY NATIONAL CHAIRMAN DEAN CLEAVER DURING THE CHAMPIONSHIP.**

Mark, who spent some time at Royal Lytham working under Jimmy MacDonald, and was part of Jimmy's own greenkeeping team during the week, had family and friends on hand for the presentation.

---

**THE WORK OF THE BIGGA GREENKEEPING SUPPORT TEAM HAS BEEN WELL APPRECIATED BY THE CADDIES, WHOSE JOB IT IS TO RAKE THE BUNKERS AT REGULAR TOUR EVENTS. WITH SO MANY BUNKERS RAKED OVER THE FIRST TWO DAYS SLOW PLAY WOULD HAVE BEEN A BIGGER PROBLEM THAT IT ACTUALLY WAS IF EVERY CADDIE HAD TO RAKE HIS OWN PLAYER'S FOOTPRINTS.**

---

**THE WAY WE WERE**

The Greenkeeping Support Team from the last time The Open was held at Lytham - eight years ago